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Optimal control (OC) theory1 is an extremely powerful method
for optimizing systems with many degrees of freedom. A host of
disciplines ranging from economy to engineering has already
enjoyed the benefits of OC, such as for optimizing economic
investments to provide maximum outcome in a given time and under
specific conditions. Addressing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
recent work has demonstrated the capabilities of OC to direct the
nuclear spin coherences between specific initial and desired target
states with improved efficiency. This has led to a variety of new
liquid-state NMR experiments providing higher sensitivity or
robustness toward, for example, resonance offset.2 More recently,
the underlying gradient-based OC methods3 have been introduced
to OC in solid-state NMR4 by interfacing the OC algorithms to the
SIMPSON5 simulation software.

Bearing in mind that the power of OC is its capability to handle
thousands of optimization parameters, the obvious strategy in NMR
is to replace the traditional pulse sequences consisting of hard pulses
and delays with much more flexible pulse waveforms for which
pulse phases and amplitudes act as control variables. The result of
the OC iteration is a pulse waveform containing a cascade of short
pulses of variable phase and amplitude. The corresponding experi-
ment will be carried out simply by feeding the NMR spectrometer’s
waveform generator with the OC pulse sequence. In solid-state
NMR, the challenge is to create pulse sequences effecting the
desired coherence transfer while taking into account anisotropic
components of the spin interactions, sample spinning, and instru-
mental artifacts/limitations, such as inhomogeneity of the radio
frequency (RF) fields. We note that earlier attempts to design
experiments which compensate for instrumental artifacts have been
based on nonlinear optimization, such as using direct spectral
feedback.6 Such approaches, however, are generally restricted to
many fewer variables than the OC procedures exploited in this work.

The focus of this Communication is the widely used multiple-
quantum magic-angle spinning (MQMAS) experiment.7 This
experiment offers high-resolution solid-state NMR spectra of
quadrupolar nuclei with half-integer nuclear spin, normally display-
ing significant line broadening due to the second-order term of the
quadrupole coupling interaction. The drawback of the MQMAS
experiment is its low sensitivity, resulting from inefficient excitation
of MQ coherences and their subsequent mixing into observable
single-quantum (1Q) coherences. Since the introduction of the
MQMAS experiment, a large number of studies has aimed at
improving the sensitivity of the experiment by using composite or
shaped pulses,8 rotation-induced adiabatic coherence transfer
(RIACT),9 double-frequency sweeps and fast amplitude-modulated

pulses,10 rotary resonance,11 or combinations of these12 for the MQ
excitation and MQf 1Q mixing. Used together with rotor
synchronized sampling,13 whole-echo acquisition,14 or QCPMG
sampling,15 significant sensitivity enhancements have been achieved
during the past decade, but the low sensitivity still remains the
largest problem associated with this experiment.

While the general approach has been to use the highest available
RF power (desirably up to several hundred kilohertz) for the
excitation and mixing pulses while keeping them short, the
introduction of the more gentle FASTER (FAst Spinning gives
Transfer Enhancement at Rotary resonance)11 and to some extent
RIACT9 approaches showed that very efficient MQ excitation may
be achieved in the regime of weak RF and long pulses. One
drawback of the FASTER technique is that the resonance condition
providing the high MQ coherences intensity is narrow, making the
experiment very sensitive to RF inhomogeneity.

Nonetheless, the regime of low RF power is appealing because
it dramatically relieves the requirements on the hardware and leads
to less sample heating. At the same time, it is a well-suited problem
for OC since long pulses allow experimental implementation of a
large number of degrees of freedom in terms of RF amplitudes
and phases, thereby offering the OC algorithms plenty of room to
find optimum coherence transfer. Focusing on the 3Q excitation,
we set up a number of OC simulations for pulse lengths of up to
5 rotor periods (τR) using the quadrupole coupling parameters for
RbClO4 (CQ ) 3.3 MHz,ηQ ) 0.2), a spinning frequency ofνR )
30 kHz, a Larmor frequency for87Rb of 130.9 MHz (9.4 T), and
a 5% Lorentzian RF inhomogeneity profile as experimental
conditions.16 Out of many results, the 5-τR pulse sequence shown
in Figure 1a yielded the highest 3Q coherence excitation. This
sequence provided a buildup of 3Q coherences, as shown in Figure
1b, where the numerical simulations are supported by experimental
measurements for87RbClO4 using a whole-echo experiment13

sampling only the 0f +3 f +1 f -1 quantum coherence
pathway. One very appealing feature of the sequence in Figure 1a
is the low RF requirements, with a root mean square (rms) averaged
RF as low as 20.7 kHz and a peak maximum of 40.5 kHz.

To evaluate the success of our new OC sequence, hereafter
termed OCFASTER as it has been inspired by the FASTER
excitation scheme,11 we compared it with the standard approach
using a strong (200 kHz), short (2.5µs) excitation pulse and
FASTER using a weaker (38 kHz) but longer (67µs) pulse. The
results of these comparisons are shown in Figure 1d, and the
stepwise buildup of 3Q coherences as a function of the pulse length
is investigated in Figure 1b. By inspection of the spectra in Figure
1d, we find thatOCFASTER, for which the rms average RF power
is as low as 20.7 kHz, provides a sensitivity enhancement of 41
and 45% relative to the strong-pulse and FASTER experiments,
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respectively. These numbers match well with the calculated numbers
of 55 and 56% as revealed in Figure 1. In addition to this very
clear improvement, theOCFASTER experiment also displays a high
robustness toward RF inhomogeneity and variation inCQ, as
illustrated in Figure 1c. Although the strong-pulse experiment is
less sensitive to RF variations, we note thatOCFASTER has a fairly
large range of high efficiency, that is, by misadjustment of the RF
field strength by 10% the sequence still provides more than 85%
of the optimum transfer.

The “standard” reference sample for87Rb MQMAS, RbNO3,
displays three sites with significantly lowerCQ’s than for RbClO4.
On the basis of the same principles and experimental conditions as
for the case of RbClO4, we have designed a newOCFASTER
sequence for quadrupole couplings in the regime ofCQ ) 2 MHz.
The 2D spectrum and the isotropic projection, shown in Figure 2,
clearly reveal three sites, although two of them are partly overlap-
ping at 9.4 T. Despite this, we are able to take out individual traces
showing the second-order line shape for each of the three sites.
Compared with a short-pulse (200 kHz, 2.5µs) experiment, we
observe significant gains on the order of 40-50% in sensitivity in
favor of theOCFASTER sequence.

In conclusion, we have utilized the versatility of OC for the
design of MQMAS experiments for quadrupolar nuclei and
demonstrated this by specific pulse sequences that improve the

sensitivity by about 50%, which is a very significant improvement
relative to earlier approaches.
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Figure 1. OCFASTER 3Q excitation forνR ) 30 kHz andCQ ) 3.3 MHz.
(a) OCFASTER pulse sequence indicating thex (solid line) andy (dashed
line) components of the RF field strength. (b) Calculated 3Q coherence
buildup curves forOCFASTER (solid line), FASTER (dotted line), and
strong-pulse excitation (dashed line) along with experimental measurements
(OCFASTER: 2; FASTER: O; strong-pulse:b). (c) Stability of the three
pulse sequences towards RF mismatch (left panel) and quadrupole coupling
(right panel) using the same symbols as in (b). (d) Experimental 3Q filtered
strong-pulse, FASTER, andOCFASTER spectra of RbClO4 with indication
of the average RF field strength applied. For all experiments, identical 3Q
f 1Q mixing (single-pulse, 1.25µs, 200 kHz and acquisition (whole-echo,
coherent pathway: 0f +3 f +1 f -1) conditions were applied. It should
be noted that the experiments in (b) are not measured on an absolute scale,
but all experimental data use the same relative scale for direct comparison
of the experiments.

Figure 2. Two-dimensional87Rb MQMAS experiment of RbNO3 at 9.4
T. The 2D spectrum on the left and the vertical projection of the isotropic
dimension reveal the three Rb sites. The traces showing the second-order
line shapes on the right show characteristic and well-resolved second-order
quadrupolar line shapes for each site. Traces are shown for the spectrum
recorded using short-pulse excitation using 200 kHz RF field strength, and
OCFASTER excitation are shown in the left and right panels, respectively.
The mixing and acquisition protocols are identical to those reported in Figure
1.
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